Term 4
Dear Parents & Guardians

T

First Thursday

KING ALFRED’S ACADEMY

here is much that I would like to address in what is my final
edition of First Thursday as Headteacher but I will try to be
reasonably brief! I taught my very first lesson as a trainee teacher
in what was D7 on West site, in the days when Year 10 and Year 11
swapped sites every other day and Bernard Clarke was Headteacher. I
knew immediately that teaching was for me, and throughout my career,
whatever my role, the very best fun has always come from being in the
classroom with our students. Much has changed over the 17 years I
have spent at KAA in education, never more so than in the last few
years.
When I started as a trainee teacher, there were headlines in the Herald
about a one site “Super School” which quickly faded away, but the need
to address the unsustainability of three sites (the only school in the
country with three sites) did not fade. Over time, and through the vision
and energy of senior leaders and Governors, KAA became an
Academy (the first in Oxfordshire) and with that, earned the financial
freedoms to begin to plan for the future. It was this freedom that then
allowed the most remarkable team of leaders, Governors, Directors and
Architects to begin to move the vision towards a reality. Phase by
phase, and stage by stage, the plans were realised, and the opening of
the Science block in December meant that the
move to two sites could be accomplished. As
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A chance discussion at the October half term
open event with an ex-Icknield student, led me to
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So now to business, the Schools’ Performance Tables were published last month. Whilst last
summer there were many individual successes at GCSE, and for the third year in a row our Sixth
Form was ranked in the top 25% nationally, there was also disappointment for us as a school, as
the measures that are now reflected in the tables, did not match up to the efforts made by the
students and staff, nor did they reflect the positive Progress 8 score that we received the year
before. We analysed the results very closely with Governors last September and our
Improvement Plan was drawn up. In essence, three key factors played a significant part; firstly,
whilst students performed broadly at national level in English and Maths (in the new 1-9
structure), staffing issues in another faculty area had an impact on overall school results.
Secondly, rapid external changes to curriculum and the examination system made it harder for
schools with a three year KS4 to respond as in some cases the courses were already underway,
but this year brings us to a level playing field with other schools now. Lastly, 2016/17 was sadly a
very complex year for both the students and staff of Year 11. This was all, of course, in the
context of driving through the changes necessary for the future sustainability of the school and
moving to two sites. Governors have worked very closely with the Senior Leadership Team, and
our external School Improvement Partner to address the issues that we have identified as
requiring rapid change and moving to two sites has also had a clear and positive impact on
teaching and learning, according to both students and staff. Students will have noticed far more
regular visits to lessons by leadership, Governors and Heads of Faculty. The purpose of these
visits is both to monitor the implementation of the improvement plan, but also to ensure any data
that we are reporting to Governors is evidenced at classroom level. I know that almost without
exception students have spoken very positively about the resetting of the learning culture that we
started the new year with, in our new two site school. Both students and staff have responded
with energy.
It has been an absolute privilege to be part of the education of so many inspirational young
people over the past 17 years, and an equal privilege to work alongside the teaching and support
staff who have daily gone the extra mile to bring King Alfred’s Academy to it’s current place.
There are now exciting times ahead as KAA becomes a “normal” two site school, with stunning
facilities, and more on the way for West Site and the Sixth Form. The new uniform looks superb,
on our students who have modelled it for us, and this, in September, with new leadership at the
helm is a strong platform on which KAA can continue it’s magnificent history. As we move into
Spring, the Leadership Team, staff and students are looking forward to supporting the Governors
in the recruitment of a new Headteacher, and so exciting times are ahead.
I cannot ever imagine working with such a dynamic and driven team of staff, Governors and
Directors – the determination, fortitude and commitment that it has taken to bring this historic
school to it’s next phase is indescribable, and I think will only ever be understood by a few. It’s
now time for me to plan my next phase, and I will look forward to seeing you at various events
(including of course our School Production!) over the course of this short term before saying
farewell at Easter.
Finally, thank you for the support who have shown over my time at King Alfred’s and I wish Jon
Smart all the very best in his Acting Head role after Easter.
Jo Halliday
Headteacher
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STUDENT WELLBEING
LEANNE AVIS

LAVIS@KAACADEMY.ORG

HIGHLIGHTS
We finally made the transition to 2 sites and as exciting and as busy as that move was there have still been some
amazing moments for me as Head of Student Wellbeing — let me share with you the highlights:

The new launch of a full and varied programme of PSHCE which will be delivered to all students through
their journey at KAA

Safer Internet Day (SID) Assemblies for Years 7, 8, 11 and Sixth Form which focused on the importance of
looking after one’s digital wellbeing and having positive online relationships. The assemblies linked to the
SID slogan for this year “Create, Connect and Share Respect— A Better Internet Starts with You”

An informative and practical Year 8 Theme Day which focused on E-Safety*

The Importance of Sleep assembly for Year 9 students, this assembly focused on the role of sleep in brain
development and also the impact poor sleep can have on one’s health
*Full articles included in this edition of First Thursday

Date for the Diary for Years 9-13—Tuesday 27th March
See pages 18-19

APP ADVICE AND TOP TIPS
I wanted to take the opportunity to share with you the information we shared with our students on Safer
Internet Day and to look at apps and social media as a whole.
I shared this headline with our students, “British teenagers among world’s most extreme internet
users, report says.” I’m sure you are aware that young people are using social media more and
more frequently and it is now part of most people’s daily lives. As humans we are sociable animals and,
in the 21st century with our busy lives, it is no wonder that so many people are turning to their phones
and the internet to maintain social contact. It is important that we ensure that our young people are
treating the online world in the same way as the real world and I would urge you to speak to your son/
daughter about their use of social networks, encourage them to speak openly about their use of social
media—how high are their privacy settings? Do they genuinely know everyone in their contacts list?
Are their location settings turned off? Are they only sharing things they would be happy to share
offline? It is important that should you have any safeguarding concerns you report them to the
appropriate authorities without delay.
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Year 8 E-Safety Theme Day

D

uring the afternoon of Tuesday 6th
February, Year 8 students took part
in an e-safety Theme Day. The aim
of the Theme Day was to get students
thinking about their safety online and to
reinforce the message of how important
safety online is for young people. The
afternoon was arranged as a carousel for
students and they took part in 4 different
sessions. The topics covered were; the
Acceptable Usage Policy – they looked at
what this means and what it includes;
Privacy – students looked at how important
privacy is in the online world; Dangers –
students looked at scenarios and decided
on how best each person should respond
and what they could have done differently
to have stayed safe; Online Persona –
students looked at what a digital footprint is
and how it could affect their future
employment or friendships.
Following the day, some students were
asked questions as part of an online
survey, here are some of the results.
62% of the students said they learnt
something new during the Theme Day and

of the 26% who said that they did not learn
anything new, all of them stated that they
already knew everything that was covered
during Theme Day, it was reported that this
prior knowledge had been learnt in
assemblies and tutor time activities and it
was reinforced during the sessions.
Students also took part in a pledge session
during tutor time the following day. This
allowed students the time to reflect on what
they had learnt and to champion the SID
slogan “Create, Connect and Share
Respect – a better internet starts with you”.
Some examples of pledges made are; “I
pledge to look after others online”, “I pledge
to put all my social media apps on private”,
“I won't post any personal details online”
and “I pledged to never share private
pictures and to keep my social media
accounts private.” According to the survey
89% of students have stuck to and have
already followed through with the pledges
they made on Theme Day.

Leanne Avis
Head of Student Wellbeing
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Sixth Formers visit Bath University

U

nder the careful guidance of
Katherine
Anderson
and
Simon Cooper of STFC, a
group of our amazing ( totally
unbiased opinion) Sixth Formers went
to
Bath
University
for
their
Engineering
project
practical
workshop.
It was an early start with us all
gathering at 6:30 in the morning for
the drive down. Despite predictions of
them all being asleep within a few
minutes of hitting the road, the
students were already planning their
approach and discussing who was
doing what, with whom and with which gadget.
After negotiating the rush-hour Bath traffic and the steep incline that, after several
journeys, soon became known as 'Clutchsmoke Hill' ( not our clutch I hasten to add), we
were there. Following the debriefing, the students hit the workshops and immersed
themselves in all things technical. It was only with great powers of persuasion, that we were
able to draw them away for meal breaks. Who has ever heard of that? Teenagers that
needed persuading to eat pizza?!

It was marvellous. There were Rubiks cubes being flicked around during discussions, laptops
flipping backwards and forwards, set-squares.. 3D printers cutting, Glue, wood screws, drills
safety goggles. Yep, we had it all going on.
We also had a birthday. Ed Record had the honour of having his exclusive 17th birthday
soiree catered for by The University of Bath. There aren't many people that can say that. We
may have been given a few extra meal vouchers and these may have been utilised in buying
several tubs of ice cream to accompany the Colin Caterpillar cake but I am sworn to secrecy.
All in all, I was once again immensely proud of our students who have proven to be in a
league of their own. It was wonderful to see them working together as a team but still having
fun. We wish them all the very best for the competition ahead.
( I am also led to believe that Miss Anderson will be coaching the barbershop quartet that
seems to have been formed in her car on the journey home
Ruth Allardice
Science Learning Mentor
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Literacy News

W

orld Book Day – Activities and
Book Sale
March 1st is World Book Day, and
we are celebrating with teachers reading
aloud in lessons and a ‘Reading Spy’
activity for all students on West Site. We
are also having a book sale in the English
corridor during the Year 10 Parents’
evening – there is a wide range of books in
excellent condition available for a small
donation. Please come along!
Booklists
We now have a number of booklists with
recommended reads available on the
parent
website
(go
to
‘Parent
Communications’ then ‘Booklists’). These
include general lists for each age group
(broken into different interest categories)
plus other speciality lists, including a
‘difficult issues’ list with a range of fiction
books on complex topics; and a booklist
with ‘visual’ books for reluctant readers.
I’ve recently created a new list of animal
fiction/memoirs with books to appeal to all
ages. The Chinese New Year has begun
and it is now the ‘Year of the Dog’: why not
share a fiction book or memoir about a dog
with your child?

Return of Library Books
We are missing many popular library books,
and I suspect that most of these have been
left under beds or mixed in with books from
home. We would appreciate these books
being returned so that other students can
borrow them; please ask your child to have a
look for King Alfred’s books. We don’t mind if
they have had them for months or years – we
just want them back. Please ask them to
deliver the books to the library (on West) or
to student reception (on Centre).
Request for Book Donations for the West
and Centre libraries
If you are having a clear-out of your child’s
bookshelves, please consider donating
books to the King Alfred’s libraries (our
Centre site library will be opening soon!). The
Wimpy Kid and John Green books fly off the
shelves, and there are many other books for
young people that will get great use if they
are donated. Please put any donated books
in a bag; on West, your child can bring the
bag to the library (open most days before
school and now open during all breaks/
lunches), and on Centre they can bring the
bag to student reception (clearly marked for
the attention of Alice Visser).
Alice Visser
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A Night at the Museum

A

long with other staff, parents and families I had the wonderful opportunity of attending the
Victorian Night at the Museum on Saturday 24th February. This event, run in conjunction with
the brilliant Vale and Downland Museum was planned and executed by members of the Sixth
Form as part of the King Alfred’s Academic Enrichment Programme (KAAEP).
During the evening we had the occasion to cure our ailments at the Victorian apothecary, try our
hand at bread making and calligraphy and learn more about the history of Wantage during the
Victorian era. Despite having worked at King Alfred’s for nearly eight years, I had no idea that
Wantage had a tram! Josie Ambrose and Michael van der Riet brought this vividly to life.
One of the many highlights was watching a piece of interpretative dance and drama based on the
marriage scene in Jane Eyre. Students had had the wonderful but brief opportunity to work with
Guildhall-trained actress and Youth Theatre teacher Nicola Moran to develop this. The quality of the
production was extremely high. Nicola was deeply impressed by our students’ maturity, willingness
to engage, self-confidence and presence, so much so that she exclaimed that she should move to
Wantage so that her daughters could attend King Alfred’s! She has worked at dozens of schools,
with hundreds of young people, and she said that at this age, young people are usually very selfconscious and tongue-tied.
It was wonderful to see so many parents and students attending this event; thank you. In particular I
enjoyed seeing a Year 8 boy who I teach and his older brother whom I taught in my first year at King
Alfred’s. It is always really special for teachers to see our students taking part in things outside of
school and to see how they are getting on after life at KA’s.
This fantastic event could not have been possible without the indefatigable determination of our
Academic Enrichment Lead, Pam Stokell. She is strongly committed to providing enriching
opportunities for all of our students and the students benefit hugely from her knowledge and the
events that she organises. If you haven’t already attended a KAAEP event, I urge you to do so!
Kat Clark

The Victorian apothecary
Photo Credit: Chloe Aston
Jane Eyre performance
Photo Credit: Chloe Aston
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MFL—Spanish A Level Trips

S

panish A Level students had a busy month in January, visiting both the British Film Institute in
London and a language school in Málaga.
On Friday 19th January, we visited the BFI on the Southbank to attend a
Study Day on Pan’s Labyrinth, the film we are studying as part of the A Level
course. The day was conducted in Spanish and students learnt more about the
historical context of the film, after the
Spanish Civil War. We examined key
scenes and used technical vocabulary
to analyse the use of camera and
sound by the director, Guillermo del
Toro. His new critically
-acclaimed film, The
Shape of Water, is in
cinemas now.
Two days later, we set off early to begin
our journey to Malaca Instituto in
Andalucía. We enjoyed amazing
weather whilst we were away and made
the most of our free time to explore
Málaga and sample the best of
Andalucían cuisine. Students had four
Spanish lessons every
morning at the school, where
we also stayed on campus.
Read on to find out more about these
trips from Year 12 students Harry
Paige and Nathan Edwards.
Ali Quick
Head of MFL

La semana pasada fuimos a Málaga por
4 noches en Malaca Instituto. No solo
fuimos a un colegio, también visitamos
la Alcazaba, la playa, el museo de Picasso además de un museo muy extraño. Luego cocinamos una comida tradicional de España. ¡También fuimos de
compras y comimos mucho! Fue una
semana increíble con personas increíbles (y Señorita Quick).
Nathan Edwards VIth V5

On Friday 19th January, we travelled to the
BFI in London to watch a showing of ‘El laberinto del fauno’ and a lecture about this film
and ‘Las trece rosas’. The lecture was in
Spanish which at first was confusing but as it
progressed became very interesting. For AS
Spanish we study the film so it was very useful to be able to analyse key sections of the
film along with hundreds of other A level students. The early start and 7 hours of travel
(!) were totally worth it and we came away
with a lot of key vocabulary and themes to
analyse in our essays.
Harry Paige, VIth W5
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Studying a language beyond GCSE – the world is
your oyster!

O

n 6th February, over
40 Year 10, 11 and
12
students
attended a presentation by
Natasha Ryan from Oxford
University on where the
study of languages can
lead you. We heard about
the variety of careers open
to language students, from
law to translation to politics,
and learnt about why
employers see the transferrable skills acquired when studying a language as key.

It was very interesting and gave me
a good idea of what I could do with
a language A Level.
Hannah, Year 10

It showed me how Spanish can be used in
different businesses and what skills you
can get from studying languages.
Joe, Year 10.
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MFL Continued
In other news…

Well done to the Year 8s whose modern foreign language taster sessions were quite
literally just that. Students first discussed chocolate adverts and then took part in a
chocolate tasting, giving their opinions in French / Spanish. Thanks also to our Year
12s who ran this session.


A huge thank you to the 110 Year 11 students who attended French and Spanish exam skills sessions on Tuesday 6th February. It is so important that students know not
only the content but also how best to prepare for exams in listening, speaking, reading
and writing. We covered:

The use of apps to maximise vocab learning (Quizlet, Memrise, Vocab Express)

The ‘BUCIT’ and ‘DOCS’ techniques when writing

Techniques for tackling role-plays and photo cards in speaking

How to use DOCS to deliver detailed answers in the general conversation section of the speaking exam.



Mock speaking exams for Year 11 students will take place between 5th and 9th March
and tutor time conversation sessions will continue in the Dining Hall every Wednesday
with our 6th formers. This will now be open to all students who want to attend. Remember, the first step to success is wanting to achieve the best for you!

S

panish Flash Fiction Competition
Did you know that the shortest story in Spanish is only seven words long? Here it is:
‘Cuando despertó, el dinosaurio todavía estaba allí’ (Augusto Monterroso, “El
dinosaurio”).

Write a story in Spanish of not more than 100 words, and send it to schools.liaison@modlangs.ox.ac.uk by noon on Friday 30th March 2018 with your name, age and year group, and
the name and address of your school.
A first prize of £100 will be awarded to the winning entry in each category (Years 7-11 and 12
-13), with runner-up prizes of £25. The judges will be looking for creativity and imagination as
well as good Spanish! The winning entries will be published on our website.
Mrs Hannah Williams
Head of Spanish
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Sport

M

e in Core PE – from the Past to the Present Day

Over the past twelve months I have entered into many conversations with parents,
guardians, friends and family about modern day Physical Education. I have been
shocked at the number of people who sadly had a negative experience of PE at
school, and many believe this may still the case. Comments have included, “I hated PE”,
“the girls just did hockey and netball” and “PE staff would
ride their bike whilst we did cross country”. Thankfully, after
explaining how we deliver our Core PE at King Alfred’s
Academy, all seem to breathe a sigh of relief followed by “I
wish it was like that for me”.

Recently I read ‘Eat Sweat Play’ by Anna Kessel - the first
chapter was titled ‘How to bunk a PE lesson: a rough guide!’
As you can imagine this really concerned me and I reflected
on the previous PE conversations and Anna’s chapter for
the cause.
Lack of options, focus on the physical
performance, single sex activities,
elitist, teaching style and embarrassment all seem to be re-occurring
themes.
So how is modern day PE different and how do we remove some
barriers? The answer in short is completely different! Our ethos is to
engage all young people within sport and physical activity that allows
individuals to create lifelong physical activity habits. We also aim to
develop many transferable skills within a safe environment. These
include communication, leadership, time management, dealing with
others, reflection, negotiating, dealing with
emotions, planning for success as well as
developing innovative thinking. Over the
past four years at King Alfred’s Academy,
we have developed ‘ME in Core PE’ (ME
as in ‘you and me’) as a model to ensure all can engage,
progress and develop lifelong habits. We deliver Core PE in
line with these five ME’s (Figure 1):

Physical Me

Thinking Me

Healthy Me

Leading Me

Creative Me
Students have blocks of 8 lessons per activity (approx. one
month), and within each activity the focus is on developing one
of the ME’s. The ME dictates the main learning. For example, a
Year 8 group might be participating in netball Leading ME, with
a planned outcome of ‘developing communication skills and
organising small groups of peers’. Moreover, each lesson will
Figure 1: ME in Core PE
also have an underlying physical element, the above netball
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Sport Continued
lesson may also focus on ‘developing the use of dodging within netball’. This is important
to aid our student body to fulfill the guideline for children and young people set out by the
Chief Medical Officer:
1.
2.

All children and young people should engage in moderate to vigorous intensity
physical activity for at least 60 minutes and up to several hours every day.
Vigorous intensity activities, including those that strengthen muscle and bone,
should be incorporated at least three days a week.

Students will participate in each ME twice in an academic year until Year 11 where
students decide on their ME for each block. By the end of Year 11 and their Core PE
journey, we aim to have developed a set of skills that the students can implement within
any environment. These skills include the ability to think out of the box and be innovative,
reflect and take time to consider different
options to an issue, make informed
lifestyle choices, be confident when
communicating
and
dealing
with
individuals, groups and teams of people as
well as lifelong physical activity and
sporting habits. Why not ask your student
‘which ME in PE are you focusing on?’
To further aid our commitment to the Chief
Medical Officers second guideline we have
developed a 52 item PE & Sport Bucket list
(figure 2). We encourage students to try
out some of these differing activities and
let their PE teacher know who will be more
than willing to sign off the event. These
posters can be downloaded from the King
Alfred’s Academy VLE.

Figure 2: PE & Sport Bucket List

Matthew Bowler
Director of Physical Education
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Fixture Photos from Term 3
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Sport Continued
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Oxfordshire U14 Badminton County Final
At White Horse Leisure Centre, Abingdon
6th February

COUNTY CHAMPIONS!!
It gives me great pleasure to deliver the news that we have
another team in yet another sport who are county
champions. Following their qualification to the county finals
after their recent Vale district victory, the U14 Badminton
team made their way to White Horse Leisure and Tennis
Centre where they would compete to become County
Champions. When we arrived we could see straight away
that the quality of badminton was very high with many teams
already warming up. In our group, we were joined by
Cherwell, Icknield, The Bicester School and Henry Box. The
lads played unbelievably well cruising through the first two
games 5-0 (Cherwell, Icknield) and battled a 3-2 against
Henry Box to set up the decider against The Bicester
School. At 1-1, the match was finely poised. The boys kept
battling and we eventually emerged 3-2 winners to take the
title which means that we progress into the Regional round.
Huge congratulations to all 4 boys who played fantastic
badminton: Adam Burden, Matt Dunn, Will Robinson and
Guy Woolley.
Jack Taylor

KATS News
Adam Burden – Badminton

Oxfordshire Sports Awards
Sporting Secondary School of the Year
Runner Up: King Alfred’s Academy

Elizabeth Ireland – Nordic Skiing
Elizabeth has been selected to represent
GB at the OPA/European Nordic ski championships in Italy at the start of March.
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Summary of KAPA Lottery
Prize Winners: 2017-8
August
Result

Name

Prize

1

P M Ambrose

£250

2

Pauline McKeown

£50

3

Mrs M McPherson

£50

4

Sharon Smith

£50

5

D Wooley

£50

September
Result

Name

Prize

1

E McKeever

£250

2

Janice Farington

£50

3

Janice Farington

£50

4

D M Davies

£50

5

N J and S A Porter

£50

October
Result

Name

Prize

1

Mark Bradfield

£250

2

J F Smith

£50

3

P Broad

£50

4

Harriet Gill

£50

5

John Chambers

£50

November
Result

Name

Prize

1

Sophia Waterston

£250

2

S N Kingett

£50

3

Simon West

£50

4

Donna Whittaker

£50

5

R L Kay

£50

December
Result

Name

Prize

1

J A and S Martin

£250

2

S J Wing

£50

3

P B and M J Connolly

£50

4

J Nunn-Price

£50

5

Stephanie Coneboy

£50
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What’s On?

Risoul, France
19th—26th January 2019

£930
For students currently in Years 6—9!
Letters with more information and
an application form from offices or your
tutor
(It has also been e mailed home!)
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What’s On?
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Centre Site Portway Wantage Oxfordshire OX12 9BY
Telephone: 01235 225700
Email: enquiries@kaacademy.org
www.kaacademy.org

